A long standing problem in visual object categorization is the ability of algorithms to generalize across different testing conditions. The problem has been formalized as a covariate shift among the probability distributions generating the training data (source) and the test data (target) and several domain adaptation methods have been proposed to address this issue. While these approaches have considered the single sourcesingle target scenario, it is plausible to have multiple sources and require adaptation to any possible target domain. This last scenario, named Domain Generalization (DG), is the focus of our work. Differently from previous DG methods which learn domain invariant representations from source data, we design a deep network with multiple domain-specific classifiers, each associated to a source domain. At test time we estimate the probabilities that a target sample belongs to each source domain and exploit them to optimally fuse the classifiers predictions. To further improve the generalization ability of our model, we also introduced a domain agnostic component supporting the final classifier. Experiments on two public benchmarks demonstrate the power of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
From self-driving cars to assistive technologies for the cognitive and physically impaired, today we witness a pressing demand for visual recognition systems able to cope with the challenges of unconstrained settings. A crucial component for such systems is their ability to generalize across visual domains, i.e. to be able to achieve strong performances regardless of the underlying statistic of the data used for training (source domains), compared to the statistic of all the possible future test data (target domains). While the computer vision community has been aware for quite some time of the Fig. 1 . Intuition behind the the proposed framework. Different domain-specific classifiers and the classifiers fusion are learned at training time on source domains, in a single end-toend trainable architecture. When a target image is processed, our deep model optimally combines the source models in order to compute the final prediction. existence of a dataset bias issue when considering different data collections [8] , most efforts have been focused on reducing the domain shift among two distributions, corresponding to a specific source and a specific target domain. Such research efforts go under the name of Domain Adaptation, for which there is a large literature of shallow and deep approaches [2, 1, 19, 14] .
A less researched direction is Domain Generalization (DG), that consists in bridging the domain gap regardless of the target data distribution. This concretely corresponds to scenarios where it is costly to acquire in advance target data or it is impossible to predict a priori the specific target scenario where the system will operate. Besides practical considerations, DG attempts to address the issue of dataset bias in a more principled manner: a visual recognizer ready to work in the wild should guarantee robust performances in any target domain.
This paper contributes to this last research thread and we propose a novel deep network for addressing the problem of DG. Different from previous works for DG based on learning domain-invariant representations with deep architectures [10, 5] , our intuition is that, given several source domains and their associated domain-specific classifiers, generality can be achieved at test time classifying each incoming target image by optimally fusing the prediction scores of the source-specific classifiers. This is achieved through an endto-end trainable deep architecture with two main components (Fig.1 ). The first implements the source-specific classifiers, while the second module is a network branch which computes the similarities of an input sample to all source domains, such as to assign weights to the source classifiers and properly merge their predictions. The second module is also designed in order to easily permit, if needed, the integration of a domain agnostic classifier which, acting in synergy with the domain-specific models, can further improve generalization. We assess our method on two public available datasets, obtaining state of the art performances.
Related Work. Although less researched than domain adaptation, the need for DG algorithms has been recognized for quite some time in the literature [16] . The works presented so far can be roughly divided in two categories. The first category is based on the intuition that DG can be achieved by abstracting from the available sources some knowledge about the classes to be recognized that is domain independent. This idea is exploited by previous methods searching for a domain invariant feature space where to project the data [5, 16] or by approaches attempting to generate domain agnostic classifiers using both shallow [18, 6] or deep learning models [10, 15, 12] .
The second category exploits the idea that it is possible to measure the similarity among the available source domains and every sample of the target domain. By exploiting this information robust classification models for the target domain are built constructing different source-specific classifiers and optimally combining them [20, 13] . Our work falls into this second category. However, opposite to previous studies, we cast the idea into a deep learning framework, proposing to our knowledge one of the first end-to-end trainable deep architecture for DG maintaining source-specific representations.
DOMAIN GENERALIZATION WITH
SOURCE-SPECIFIC CLASSIFIERS
Problem Definition and Notation
The goal of DG is to extend the knowledge acquired from a set of source domains to any unknown target domain. Specifically, let us consider a classification task where C is the number of categories. Our purpose is to learn a classification function f for the unknown target domain, having only access to source samples at training time. Formally, we denote with X T the target domain and with
Here, x i is an image, y i ∈ C a binary vector with a single non-zero entry indicating the semantic category associated to x i , d i ∈ {1, . . . , N } the label denoting the domain to which the sample belongs, M the total number of source samples.
Source Specific Classifiers
x
... The input image is fed to a series of domain specific classifiers and to the domain prediction branch. The latter produces the assignment w which is fed to the domain prediction loss. The same w is modulated by α before being used to combine the output of each classifier. The final output of the architecture z, is fed to the classification loss.
Combining Source-specific Classifiers for DG
As discussed in the introduction, our aim is to address the DG problem classifying each sample of the target domain through an appropriate combination of domain specific models derived from source domains. Formally, we consider a classification function f (x i , Θ) mapping an input image x i to a vector z i ∈ C of class predictions, i.e. :
where f j indicates the classifier associated to the j-th domain, Θ = {θ j } N j=1 denotes the set of parameters to learn and each θ j the parameters corresponding to a specific domain j.
While several choices of f are possible, we choose to implement it with a convolutional neural network with many parallel branches, each corresponding to a domain-specific classifier f j . To avoid high computational cost, we consider the same architecture for each f j , sharing all the parameters except those of the last layer before the classifier. In formulas θ j = {θ s ,θ j }, whereθ s indicates the shared parameters and θ j the domain-specific ones.
The computation of the weights w i,j used to combine the domain-specific classifiers is at the core of our method and is discussed in the following.
In case of source samples, since each image is associated to a specific domain there is an obvious choice for setting the weights w i,j . Specifically, we can define w i,j = 1 di=j , where 1 di is an indicator function with value 1 if d i = j and 0 otherwise. This corresponds to learning N domain-specific classifiers independently. In fact, due to the presence of the indicator function, training the network using a standard classification loss L c (z i , y i ), e.g. a cross-entropy loss, we have ∂Lc ∂fj (xi,θj ) = 0 for j = d i . As a consequence, the parameterŝ θ j of the classifier relative to domain j are updated using only the losses computed on samples belonging to the set X J S .
Unfortunately, learning domain-specific classifiers as discussed above is not useful in a DG scenario. In fact, while at training time we can rely on the domain label d i to build the indicator functions, this is not possible at test time since we do not have this information for target samples. To solve this issue and learn the weights w i,j , we propose to incorporate into our deep architecture a parallel network branch, i.e. a domain prediction branch, mapping a given input image x i to the associated weight vector w i = [w i,1 , · · · , w i,N ] T ∈ N . In other words we define w i = f dom (x i , θ dom ), where f dom is the mapping function corresponding to the domain prediction branch. For each input image x i , we impose 0 ≤ w i,j ≤ 1 and N j=1 w i,j = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Thus, each weight w i,j represents the probability that x i belongs to domain j.
Since at training time we have access to the domain labels d i of source samples x i , we can learn the parameters θ dom by minimizing a loss function L dom (w i ,d i ) between w i andd i , whered i ∈ N is a binary vector with a single non-zero entry corresponding to the domain label d i . In our implementation, since f dom shares parameters with the classification branches f j , we train the proposed architecture minimizing the following loss function:
where both the semantic classification loss L c and the domain prediction loss L dom are implemented with cross-entropy loss. The hyperparameter λ balances the contribution of the semantic classification and the domain prediction terms. One possible issue with the proposed deep architecture is that, as minimizing the domain loss promotes the learning of independent source classifiers, source sets with few samples may correspond to classifiers with poor performances. While parameter sharing among the deep models implementing f j naturally limits this effect, we further improve the robustness of our model adding a domain-agnostic component into the final classification function. In practice, we introduce a parameter 0 < α < 1 and at training time we randomly switch with probability α between using the computed weights w i,j or assigning to all of them the same value 1/N . This choice corresponds to modifying the classification model in Eqn.(1) as follows:
As shown in the formula the parameter α is used to regulate the trade-off between the domain specific and the domain agnostic component. Figure 2 provides an overview of the proposed end-to-end trainable deep architecture.
EXPERIMENTS
Datasets. We test the performance of our method on two publicly available benchmarks. The rotated-MNIST [5] is a dataset composed by different domains originated applying different degrees of rotations to images of the original MNIST digits dataset [9] . We follow the experimental protocol of [15] , randomly extracting 1000 images per class from the dataset and rotating them respectively of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 75 degrees counterclockwise. As previous works, we consider one domain as target and the rest as sources. The PACS database [10] is a recently proposed benchmark which is interesting due to the high domain shift within its domains. It contains images taken from different representations (i.e. Photo, Art paintings, Cartoon and Sketches) associated to seven semantic categories. Following the experimental protocol of [10] , we train our model considering three domains as source datasets and the remaining one as target.
Networks and training protocols. In our evaluation we set the parameters α = 0.25 and λ = 0.5. For the experiments on the rotated-MNIST dataset, we employ the LeNet architecture [9] following [15] . The network is trained from scratch, using a batch size of 250 with an equal number of samples for each source domain. We train the network for 10000 iterations, using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with an initial learning rate of 0.01, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0005. The learning rate is decayed through an inverse schedule, following previous works [4] . For the domain prediction branch, we take as input the image and perform two convolutions, with the same parameters of the first two convolutional layers of the main network. Each convolution is followed by a ReLU non linearity and a pooling operation. The domain prediction branch terminates with a global average pooling followed by a fully connected layer which outputs the final weights. To ensure that N j=1 w i,j = 1, we apply the softmax operator after the fully connected layer.
For PACS, we trained the standard AlexNet architecture, starting from the ImageNet pretrained model. We use a batch size of 192, with 64 samples for each source domain. The initial learning rate is set to 5 · 10 −4 with a weight decay of 10 −6 and a momentum of 0.9. We train the network for 3000 iterations, decaying the initial learning rate by a factor of 10 after 2500 iterations, using SGD. For the domain prediction branch, we use the features of pool5 as input, performing a global average pooling followed by a fully-connected layer and a softmax operator which outputs the domain weights.
Our evaluation is performed using a NVIDIA GeForce 1070 GTX GPU, implementing all the models with the popular Caffe [7] framework. For the baseline AlexNet architecture we take the pretrained model available in Caffe.
Results. We first test the effectiveness of our model on the rotated-MNIST benchmark. We compare our approach with the method in [15] and the multi-task autoencoders in [5] and [17] . The results from baseline methods are taken directly from [15] . As shown in Table 1 , our model outperforms all the baselines. A remarkable gain in accuracy is achieved in the 45 o case. We ascribe this gain to the capability of our deep network to assign, for each target image, more importance to the source domains corresponding to the closest orientations, increasing the weights of the associated classifiers. Indeed, since 45 o is in the middle of the range between all possible orientations, it is likely that a stronger classifier can be constructed since we can exploit all the source models appropriately re-weighted. To further verify the effectiveness of our framework and its ability to properly combine sourcespecific models, we also compute for target samples with different orientations the number of assignments to each source domain. In this experiment one target sample x i is assigned to a source domain by computing the arg max j w i,j . The results are shown in Fig. 3 (the number of assignments are normalized for each row). The figure clearly shows that the proposed domain prediction branch tends to associate a target sample to the source domains corresponding to the closest orientations. Consequently, our deep network classifies target samples constructing a model from the most related source classifiers. This results into more accurate predictions than previous domain-agnostic models due to the specialization of source classifiers on specific orientations. We also perform experiments on the PACS dataset. We compare our model with both previous approaches using precomputed features (in this case DECAF-6 features [3] ) as input [5, 20, 16] and end-to-end trainable deep models [10, 11] . For a fair comparison the deep models [10, 11] and our network are all based on the same architecture, i.e. AlexNet. Table 2 shows the results of our comparison. The performance of previous methods are taken directly from previous papers [10, 11] . For our approach and [10] we also report results obtained without finetuning. Our model outperforms all previous methods. These results are remarkable because, differently from the rotated-MNIST dataset, in PACS the domain shift is significant and it is not originated by simple image per- turbations. Therefore, the association between a target sample and the given source domains is more subtle to capture. For sake of completeness we also report the performances obtained with the standard AlexNet network. These results shows that state of the art deep models have excellent generalization abilities, typically outperforming shallow models. However, designing deep networks specifically addressing the DG problem as we do leads to higher accuracy. We also perform a sensitivity analysis to study the impact of the parameter α on the performance and demonstrate the benefit of adding a domain-agnostic classifier. We consider the proposed approach without finetuning. As shown in Table 3, considering only the source-specific classifiers (α = 0) leads, on average, to the best performances, surpassing in the majority of the cases a domain agnostic classifier obtained by setting α = 1. This confirms our original intuition that addressing DG by fusing multiple source models is an effective strategy. However, there are few situations where using only source models can lead to a decrease in accuracy (e.g. in the setting Cartoon) and incorporating a domain-agnostic component, even with reduced weight as α = 0.25, improves generalization accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel deep architecture for addressing the problem of DG by exploiting multiple domain-specific classifiers. In the network a domain prediction branch chooses the optimal combination of source classifiers to use at test time, based on the similarity between the input image and the samples from the source domains. A domain agnostic component is also introduced in our framework further improving the performance of our method. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed deep architecture which outperforms state of the art models in two benchmarks. Future works will include the exploration of different architectural choices for the domain prediction branch.
